
Triallabreac agus na h-eileanan eile Port Pheadair 

Introduction 
Triallabreac is the largest of three islands and together with Eilean na Cille and Fodragaigh create an 

economic hinterland for Port Pheadair (Petersport), likely to have belonged, at some stage, to a church 

dedicated to St. Peter. It is about 28 hectares (69.19 acres in size) (Bald recorded it as 68.6) rising to a 

height of a little over 20 metres. Eilean na Cille is around 15 hectares and Fodragaigh measures in at 

23 hectares. All are primarily acidic heathland over a peaty substrate, although there is a significant 

escarpment running through Triallabreac east-west which almost bisects the island. This possible fault 

line appears to be responsible for the deeply intrusive bay in the eastern coastline. and it is similar 

parallel ‘faults’ which have divided the three islands. The only features marked on both the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 

Edition 6-inch O.S. maps (surveyed 1876 and 1901 respectively) are two interrupted line running east-

west, one on Triallabreac, the other on Fodragaigh. On the ground, the Triallabreac line correlates 

with a degrading turf boundary ridge, pragmatically a head dyke, although there appears to be no 

permanent farming settlement. This boundary marks the division between the northern area, used for 

agriculture with the familiar rig-and-furrow lines lightly overgrown with common heath interspersed 

with crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) and an area of land used as common grazing to the south. Similar 

turf ‘head dykes’ appear on all three islands and appear to serve the same function, dividing arable and 

pastoral activity. The early O.S. maps both indicate ‘Stepping Stones’ (at NF 8466 4619) still evident 

today, giving access across the 6-7metre gap between Eilean na Cille and Triallabreac, although they 

are partially covered at high spring tides. Although today the islands can be accessed by roads and 

causeways, historically they were the main terminal trio in an archipelago of over twenty tidal islands. 

At several places around the islands there are well established kelping settlements and it is obvious that, 

although now almost deserted but for a few sheep, these islands have been economically important. 

They may not have always supported permanent settlement, but the infrastructure investment suggests 

they were able to give a good return for their dependents. The best developed of the kelping 

settlements visited so far is on NE Triallabreac, covering over an acre with structures and features. It 

was my initial visit to Triallabreac which prompted interest in studying these islands together as a group 

to understand better this overlooked corner of Benbecula. 

Looks perfect for an afternoon's visit to Triallabreac, November 2020 (© SMD) 



Mapping the Islands of Port Pheadair‘s hinterland 
 

William Bald’s ‘Plan of the Island of Benbecula’ (surveyed 1805) shows few features, but does attribute 

the name of Fisherman’s Point to the eastern extremity of the island and also records the narrow tidal 

water between Island na Killie and Triallabrach I. as ‘Old Petersport’. The eastern deep-water section 

of this sound is still used for the mooring of both pleasure boats and professional fishing craft. 

Considering that Bald was not a native Gaelic speaker (he was from Fife) and was only turning 16 when 

he surveyed both Benbecula and South Uist, having completed a survey of Harris the previous year, 

the degree of accuracy he achieved is quite outstanding and compares well with the 6-inch O.S. maps, 

professionally surveyed seven decades later, and today’s O.S. Explorer maps, mostly now based on 

aerial photography and satellite imagery for both outlines and detail. 

 

 

 

 

Section of 6-inch 1st Ed. O.S. map (surveyed 1876) from Inverness-shire (Hebrides) sheet XLIX (from NLS maps) 

Section from William Bald's Plan of the Island of Benbecula (surveyed 1805) Digitised from Scotland’s National Archives 



Recorded archaeology 

The two largest archaeology databases, Canmore and SCHARP, have only four total records for our 

target area, all of which are on Canmore and none of which give any particular detail about the sites 

which were identified from aerial photos of the area as a desk based survey, not from any field 

recording. Given the number of sites easily identifiable from even a short walk or cursory look at 

satellite imagery, it seems the area contains many unrecognised sites across the local archaeological 

timeline. 

Fodragaigh’s ‘dyke’ reference on Canmore states “NF84NW 29 8421 4582 - NF 8421 4582 RAF aerial 

photograph CPE/Scot/UK191 Frame 4375 shows a linear field dyke running from the north eastern 

Only four sites are recorded on Canmore currently (November 2020) – a dyke on Fodragaigh,  

a ‘building’, a ‘structure’ and a pier on  Eilean na Cille and nothing whatsoever on  Triallabreac 

The islands as they appear today on the O.S. Explorer maps (from Anquet Maps, 2017)  

also showing the track walked during the first visit by SMD, 22 November 2020 



coast of Fodragaigh to the south west in a north east to south west direction. The dyke appears to be 

disused and splits the headland in two. Site identified during a desk-based coastal zone assessment by 

GUARD. 

David Sneddon, 2006.”  

I’m uncertain how to determine if a dyke is used or not from an aerial photograph, something to look 

into, perhaps. However, from a quick look at Bing Satellite there appear to be several more obvious 

features than the dyke, which seems only to have divided the island’s agricultural and pastoral areas. 

Canmore doesn’t describe Eilean na Cille’s ‘building’ at all, merely ascribing it a Canmore reference 

number “Canmore ID 278746” and adding a selection of aerial photographs. 

The ‘structure’ on Eilean na Cille is described as: - “NF 8490 4585 RAF aerial photograph 

CPE/Scot/UK191 Frame 4375 shows faint remains of two possible circular structures defined by low 

lying banks. Difficult to ascertain from photo whether archaeological or natural in origin. Site identified 

during a desk-based coastal zone assessment by GUARD. 

David Sneddon, 2006. 

The entry for the ‘Pier’ is perhaps more enigmatic, merely reading  

“NF84NW 24 84903 45669 
Pier [NAT] 
OS (GIS) AIB, August 2008. 
Location formerly entered as NF 8490 4566.”… and attaching a further selection of aerial photographs. The 
pier first appears on the 2nd ed. 6-inch O.S. map, revised 1901; published 1903. 

Potential for further archaeological sites 
 

Previous visits to the locality have been with OHBR (Outer Hebrides Biological Recording) group 

focussing on biodiversity recording. These visits have shown a pattern of floral species associated with 

woodland habitat – something even the most ‘enthusiastic’ observer would have difficulty in seeing 

today, but it suggests that much hardwood woodland habitat persisted on Eilean na Cille until relatively 

recently. Much of the eastern half of the island is densely blanketed in Bluebells in the early summer 

and residual willow (Salix sp.) rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum) 

are still found in some numbers in sheltered locations.  

On examination of Bing satellite imagery, a few other areas/sites of interest were apparent (only around 

a hundred – see over). One always must be cautious about interpretation of satellite imagery. It is, after 

all, merely a collection of pixels creating a digitised kaleidoscope of colours and patterns. The images 

we see on the internet are useful BUT they are a single time, time of day, season of the year etc, all of 

which is restrictive and offer challenges of interpretation. Each pass of a satellite will give a different 

unique image modified by season, time of day, cloud cover and other climatic conditions etc, all of 

which can help or hinder the interpretation of the images. One only needs to compare the ‘free’ 

imagery offered by the different public websites for the same area and the differences are apparent. For 

the Western Isles I personally find the current offerings by Bing to be of most use. The appear to have 

been taken in the Autumn, making identification of bracken fields (russet coloured) quite obvious, and 

often associated with anthropogenic disturbance. It also allows enriched soils to be highlighted by the 

‘green’ enhancement of the areas, again making potential settlement areas more obvious. However, 

because the sun angles are relatively low, even if ‘noon’, autumnal images will always create some 

shadow areas, sometimes masking parts of images in north-facing gullies etc. Sites identified on aerial 

photos or satellite images can ONLY be considered potential until identified in the field. 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/related?MAPSHEET=NF84NW&SITENUMBER=24
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Toponymy 
 

Although the islands might appear to be Gaelic at first glance, only the central island, Eilean na Cille = 

Church Island, probably has a ‘pure’ Gaelic root. There are no church ruins easily identifiable on 

satellite imaging and it has been suggested that there is a chance that the Old Norse (O.N.) Gil = a 

ravine might be an alternative root. Some very early maps indicate ‘Gilwall’ as one of only two named 

places on Benbecula. However, the presence of Port Pheadair – a direct reference to St. Peter, tends 

to mitigate against that option. The presence of the obviously enriched ground at the western end of 

the island would be commonly found associated with early self-sufficient ecclesiastic communities. 

Fodragaigh is perhaps another easy origin. It is double-rooted – Gaelicised O.N. The -eigh suffix is 

Gaelicised -ay, signifying an island with Fóðra = fodder or feed suggesting use by agriculture and 

pasturing – exactly as it remained for many centuries as evidenced by the rig-and-furrow to the west of 

the dyke and the several bothain àirighe still identifiable across the island, although some of these 

bothies might be associated with kelping activities. 

Triallabreac is the most challenging to determine. Although the -breac suffix is used in Gaelic , 

referring to a trout, it is also a common Old Norse (O.N.) suffix referring to a slope, and as most of the 

other islands locally have names originating from O.N. it is likely this too is an O.N. suffix. There is 

also no suitable fresh water by way of loch or stream to support a population of trout on the island to 

justify the Gaelic root. 

The O.S Namebook for the parish has the following entry which adds little to the origins: - 

TRIALABRECK Trialabreck 

Triallabreac 

Triallabrack 

island 

Trialabreac 

Mr James 

MacMillan 

Merchant 

Liniclate 

D Beaton 

Admiralty Chart 

Johnston's Map 

A A Carmichael 

Esq. 

049 Meaning Obscure, and is applied 

to a heathy island, situated about 

one mile to the South-east of 

Grimsay Island Proprietor John 

Gordon Esqr. 

 

Roger Auger has contacted me on the matter and states, “I am sure Trialabreac is Norse - there are 

two other identical names in the north ford as well as an Ardtrialish place name near Locheport, a 

Loch Triialavat near Valtos, Lewis ad an Uamh an Triall on the Applecorss peninsula.  

ON þræla = 'of the slaves' works well here as a specific with the common generic ON brekka = 'slope'. 

This link pronounces the word in Iclenadic - it is a good match! 

https://islenskordabok.arnastofnun.is/ord/56876 

Þræla appears commonly as the specific in both Iceland and Norway but not with this particular 

generic. In both however Trellevika (8) or Þrælavík (3) occur and one wonders if this might sound 

close to brekka. 'Bay of slaves' would have some form of historical meaning as a departure or arrival 

point. 

Another option is Þrælavirki (2)where OciN virki = 'stronghold, wall'. 

It is difficult to see slaves being given a slope but clear why you might need an enclosure for them!” 



A first visit to Triallabreac 

 

As mentioned earlier, I have visited Eilean na Cille several times in the past with the OHBR group, but 

was surprised to find how little archaeology had been reported on the official records, in spite of the 

apparent profusion of (potential) sites. My first visit to Triallabreac was an afternoon in November 

2020 when I spent a little over an hour on the island in total, but was able to notice 

1. A wall and likely kelping settlement on 

the northern shoreline of Eilean na Cille 

2. The (still present) stepping stones at the 

shortest crossing between the two islands 

3. A bothan àirighe on a high point (NF 

84836 45824) close to the island’s true 

summit 

4. The east-west turf head dyke marked on 

the OS 6-inch maps 

5. Four small groups of turf-walled shieling 

huts along this feature at NF 8505 4634, 

NF 8510 4628, NF 8515 4625 and NF 

8518 4622. 

6. An extensive kelping settlement with bothain ruins, a small, protected harbour, cleared boat 

channels, several offloading quays, kelp kilns, a walled draining enclosure for tangle and 

extensive drying paddocks covering over an acre in total, centred at NF 852 463. 

7. An extensive area of rig-and-furrow 

agricultural fields north of the ‘head dyke’ 

8. A complex matrix of field boundaries, 

marked by further turf dykes, on the south facing 

slope opposite Eilean na Cille (observed but not 

yet charted) 

9. A small boat naust on the southern 

shoreline of Triallabreac, to the East of the 

stepping stones. 

10. Some further building foundations on the 

northern margins of Eilean na Cille (observed in 

failing light while returning to the car) 

Sadly the weather that day was poor – overcast, misty and occasional heavy showers  but both the 

quantity and quality of the sites found in around an hour and a half was sufficiently compelling to start 

planning future visits with a view to properly recording the features of this forgotten corner of 

Benbecula. 

Panoramic view of Triallabreac (on a better day) from Eilean na Cille (© SMD) 

Site (3) a bicameral turf-walled bothan àirighe (© SMD) 

Part of site (6) The walled enclosure for draining the tangle before 

drying and burning (© SMD) 



A glance at Eilean na Cille 

Having a couple of spare hours on 25
th

 November, I returned to Port Pheadair to take a first appraisal 

of some ‘targets’ on Eilean na Cille. It was soon apparent that the provisional site list for this island was 

also more or less borne out in the field. The very limited route was enough to confirm several sites 

worthy of further recording when opportunity allows.  

 

These were 

1) An extensive turf dyke dividing off a portion 

of the land which appears to have been used, 

at least for some of its time, as agricultural 

ground, with rig and furrow striations still 

apparent in parts, making walking 

uncomfortable where heather masked the 

contours below! 

2) A large bicameral shieling hut or turf-walled 

agricultural building provisionally identified on the 

satellite view as ‘possible earthworks’. 

 

3) Three further turf walled structures, now 

overgrown with heather, but with the general 

characteristics of bothain àirighe, in spite of being 

sited on ‘agricultural’ ground. It is possible that these 

were used seasonally by kelp workers. 

 

4) Signs of kelp working – at least three small 

‘nausts’, suitable for small rowing boats, were 

apparent on this short section of coast although 

no walled kelp draining areas were found just 

here. The coastline length here is expanded 

greatly here with the numerous smaller tidal 

islands and rocks, certainly justifying an 

The first look at Eilean na Cille's heritage site potential – 25th November 2020 (©SMD, map © Anquet Maps 2017) 

The southern leg of the divisional dyke, #1 (© SMD) 

The bicameral turf walled structure #2 (© SMD) 



intensive tangle gathering operation, probably then drawing all to a single central kelp 

processing area yet to be identified. 

 

5) A further turf boundary dyke more or less alongside a modern standard stock fence line. 

6) The ‘Building’ as listed on Canmore 

was looked at. It is a typical Uist 

poured concrete house as available 

just after the second World War. It is 

now abandoned and deteriorating, 

showing its construction methods 

clearly. These buildings were some of 

the earliest ‘flat pack’ house kits, sent 

out as plans using recycled timber and 

all components to build the house 

including the cement, but the sand 

and aggregate required would be 

sourced locally. Sadly, with no damp proof 

courses and sometimes variable quality of 

consistency in the concrete mix and render 

composition, the houses were often damp 

and deteriorated badly with frost damage. All 

the cement mixing was in small batches 

poured in layers, often large boulders or 

bricks would be added between pours 

(locally referred to as ‘pearls’) but too often 

these would not bond in completely, leading 

to weaknesses rather than the intended 

strengthening of the structure. 

 

Racing the tides to Fodragaigh 
 

29
th

 November gave the first chance to visit Fodragaigh. This time I was not alone, but accompanied by 

Anne and Anne – both committee members of UCAG (so obviously I was on best behaviour) 

The plan for the day was to head 

for the only house on the island, 

but to ‘site hop’ there, if we noticed 

any potentially interesting features 

en route. Given the results of my 

previous meanderings on adjacent 

isles, I was not surprised that we 

did find a few excuses to tarry and 

examine some ‘additional’ sites. 

The only surprise was just how 

many sites we encountered on a 

short walk of around 3 kilometres.  

 

The poured concrete post war house, now an abandoned ruin (© SMD) 

As the structure deteriorates, the strata of the concrete pourings and lines 
of 'pearls' can be clearly seen. Frost cracking and render loss are quite 

advanced now and the structure becoming increasingly unstable (© SMD) 

Track taken through Fodragaigh to and from the Tack-master’s house 29th November 



In total, around ten small turf-walled houses were identified with many features suggesting they were 

more than seasonal homes. There were also at least six further ‘nausts’ and other coastal features 

associated with kelping activities concentrated around three ‘centres’ and all requiring further 

investigation to fully understand their part of the story of this locality.  

The main target of the visit, the building 

at NF 8379 4601, was, as expected, a 

highlight of the trip. It is robustly built of 

heavy stone blocks, most of which have 

been carefully faced up and laid with 

stone shims with surviving evidence of 

mortar between the stonework. The 

former fireplace has been blocked off as 

has the single small west facing window. 

The building is situated right on the 

coastal rocks of the peninsula and it 

appears that some storm damage has 

been sustained to the north-west corner, 

otherwise the walls are mostly intact. From the 

blocked fireplace and window, it seems likely that 

the building saw some later use as a small sheep 

pen after it ceased to be a residence. A 3D model 

of the house is at 

https://sketchfab.com/Smilemaker/models. 

Garmin Basecamp was used to display the geo-located photos and tracklog on an OS Explorer base map 

The ruined house on Fodragaigh with a view over to South Uist (© SMD) 

Remains of some mortar is evident with many stone shims 

between the masonry of the house (© SMD) 

https://sketchfab.com/Smilemaker/models

